Abstract-Simulation software is a speci al category of software that is used by researchers or field experts. As the Service-Oriented Archi tecture gains its popularity, it is desirable to make simulati on software, which originally is accessible only on a single machine, as a service that can be accessed by researchers and fiel d experts over the Internet. Towards this goal, this paper provi des a specificati on for simulation software as a service (SimSaaS) and service-oriented experi ment in order to support automatic depl oyment of simulati on services for carryi ng out experiments. We also present an architecture that provi des an integrated experi ment development environment which hel ps researchers to focus on the design of their experi ments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Simu lation software is based on the process of imitating a real phenomenon with a set of mathemat ical formulas [1] . It may manifest the following characteristics: 1) dynamic o r mathematical models; 2) real-t ime interactive; 3) long-time running and resource consuming; 4) stateful; 5) co mplicated inputs and/or outputs; 6) requirement for cooperation with other simu lations. In the past, researchers and field experts had to obtain the access to the machine that can host the simu lation software to do their experiments or research. Somet imes, the experiments may be impeded by the fact that one simu lation may depend on another simu lation which may be not immediately available. However, it is desirable for simu lation software to take the service-oriented architecture (SOA) to expose themselves as services on the Internet which can be easily accessed by researchers and field experts all over the world.
In the service-oriented architecture and cloud computing environ ment, carrying out an experiment can be achieved by connecting multip le simulat ion software services to form a workflo w which represents how the experiment proceeds. This requires researchers to search the simulat ion software services, design the workflow, install the runtime environ ment, and deploy the experiment. The work proposed in this paper aims to simp lify this by providing a service-o riented experiment environ ment, which serves to allev iate researchers and enable them to focus on their experiments and output results. With the simulat ion software service and service-oriented experiment, researchers can safely publish and share their simu lation software services and experiments, reduce time-to-experiment, share expertise, and avoid reinvention.
To support automatic deployment of simu lation services for carry ing out the experiments defined by users, a formal specification of the experiment and the involved simulat ion services is needed. Such a formal specification can also support the reuse of the experiment designs. Motivated by this need, this paper aims to provide a specification for SimSaaS and service-oriented experiment. We also briefly discuss the architecture we proposed in our ongoing project to integrate weather simu lation, wildfire simulat ion and firefighting resource optimizat ion for wildfire management.
II. RELATED WORK
Meta-modeling approach has been recognized as essential part in the model-driven architecture in that the use of models is increasingly recommended in software engineering especially for simu lation software, contrasted with the classical code-based development techniques. Cao et al [2] presented a meta-modeling approach to Web Services (WS) to exp lore the application of Model Integrated Computing (MIC) in WS development and its contribution. In their work, they focus on the elicitation of a tool-independent metamodel fro m WS requirements specifications, and then to map the tool-independent meta-model to a toolspecific meta-model, wh ich is to be used in the main phases of MIC.
WS and SOA-based approaches have gain their wide acceptance and popularity in recent years in software development area because SOA can alleviate the difficulty existing in the underlying comp lex infrastructure. Sarjoughian et al [3] proposed an SOAcompliant DEVS (SOAD) simu lation framework for modeling service-oriented computing systems. They developed a set of novel abstract component models that conform to the SOA p rinciples and are grounded into the DEVS formalis m. Based on their work, they concluded that DEVS formalis m is well positioned to support modeling of services with dynamic structures and separately modeling software and hardware aspects of service-based software systems.
To orchestrate multiple WS together, workflows are supported and employed in different projects, one of which is LEAD (Linked Environ ments for At mospheric Discovery) [4] . LEAD makes meteorological data, forecast models, and analysis and visualization tools available to anyone who wants to interactively exp lore the weather as it evolves through a linked environ ment. LEA D software enhances the experimental process by automating many of the time consuming and complicated tasks associated with meteorological science. The "workflow" tool links data management, assimilation, forecasting, and verification applicat ions in to a single experiment.
III. SIMULATION SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE AND SERVICE-ORIENTED EXPERIM ENT
To make our presentation clear, the examp les used in this section to help us illustrate the specification are based on weather simulation, wildfire simu lation and firefighting optimization model.
A. STATEFUL VS. STATELESS
SimSaaS is different fro m a regular web service in that a simu lation model is a dynamic model where the concepts of time and state are essential. The model of a simu lation can be abstracted as a timed Finite State Machine (FSM ), which goes through many state transitions, from the in itial state to the final state in a temporal order. Thus, we differentiate this from regular web service and view SimSaaS as stateful service, which treats each service request as a series of dependent transaction that is related to the previous requests and the model's current state. In the example of wildfire spread simulation, the fire spread simulat ion service receives a request that adds a new ignition to the instantiated simulation, and the service should "know" which simu lation instance this request corresponds to. Once this request is "routed" to the simu lation instance in question, this simulation instance will evolve based on this request and its current state. To achieve this, the factory pattern can be used, as described in [5] . The first invoke on the simulation service, an instance of the simu lation service in question should be created and a session-ID-like key is returned for the future interaction with the instance of the simulation service. When the simu lation finishes, the instance should be destroyed.
B. Request-response vs. Event-driven communication
The request-response pattern is the most common interaction pattern between a client and a service. However, simulat ions services may take a long time to fin ish, thus the request-response pattern is not suitable for all interactions between SimSaaSs. The simulat ion model is a dynamic model that generates results over time. It is common that users would like to monitor the temporal states or obtain dynamic results instead of just getting a final result. This requires an event-driven communicat ion approach where a SimSaaS "pushes" to users or "publishes" the results on certain topics when the results become availab le over time. For examp le, wildfire simu lation generates multip le results such as the burned area, the perimeter of the burned area, the shape of the burned area and so forth. All of these results will change as the simulation t ime evolves. In this case, it is unsuitable for the user to use requestresponse pattern to get these results. However, it is convenient if the service can deliver the results to the user when they are available. Next, several major interaction patterns that we have identified as useful in orchestrating multip le (simulat ion) services to support SOE will be summarized.
Request-response In this pattern, the requestor needs to make the request to get the response. The interaction could be either synchronous or asynchronous. Synchronous means the requestor needs to wait for the response before he or she can proceed. Asynchronous means the requestor does not need to wait for the response before he or she can proceed.
Event-driven: publish/subscribe A SimSaaS produces different sets of results and publishes them to different topics when they are produced during the simulation. In this pattern, subscribers need to subscribe to the output topics of interest. The subscriber can be either the end user or another SimSaaS. For examp le, the wildfire simulat ion may produce outputs such as the burned area, the perimeter of the burned area, the heat and the fire shape. These different outputs update as the simulat ion evolves. Different parties may be interested in different outputs. For examp le, a firefighting resource optimization service will need to know the fire shape in order to optimize firefighting resources deployment, while the weather service may only be interested in the heat produced by the fire . Event-driven: synchronization In this pattern, each of the participating SimSaaSs depends on the output produced by the other SimSaaS. They need to be synchronized by exchanging outputs before proceeding to the next step of co mputation. Consider the examp le of a coupled wildfire-weather simu lation, where the fire model feeds heat informat ion to the weather model and the weather model generates weather conditions for the fire model, and tow models need the output from each other on a periodical basis. In this example , the commun ication between these two SimSaaSs requires an interaction pattern like the one shown above. The event-driven communicat ion itself is asynchronous. However, synchronization is needed because the weather simulation has to wait for the heat informat ion to come before its next-time weather data generation. The wildfire simu lation also needs the weather condition update for its next-t ime heat data generation.
C. Experiment Results Collection
Experiment results collection is an important part in SimSaaS and SOE. Usually, experiment results are collected at certain phases of the experiment. The following lists some typical phases that an experiment result collection may be needed:
Report all the results at the end of the entire experiment.
Report results on a periodical basis. Report results if certain events happen. Obtaining all the results at the end of the experiment is normal. However, there are times when the intermediate results need to be obtained as the experiment proceeds. To support this, we propose to implement a publisher service wh ich is responsible for publishing the intermediate results of different topics, and those who are interested in a particular topic of results can subscribe to the corresponding topic.
D. TOWARDS A SPECIFICATION FOR SERVICE-ORIEN TED EXPERIMEN T AN D SIMSAAS
i.
Service-Oriented Experiment
Usually, researchers and field experts want to do experiments which require several simulat ion components to work together to achieve a certain goal with the minimal hu man supervision. In the past, it requires researchers to have all the simulat ions on one mach ine. Extra programming duty on connecting different simulations is also needed to design an experiment. Under the service-oriented environ ment, we define the experiment in SOA as fo llo ws.
Experiment=< [Output] is a set of outputs that produced by the simu lation services; Workflow Specification is the execution logic of the experiment. In our work, we emp loy Business Process Execution Language (BPEL), which is an OASIS standard executable language for specifying actions within business processes with web services.
[Experiment Control]=<Start, Stop, Pause, Continue>. It defines a set of co mmands that control the experiment. Start enables the experiment to begin; Stop enables the experiment to be terminated; Pause enables the experiment to be frozen; Continue enables the experiment to be resumed.
ii.
Simu lation Soft ware as a Service
As for a simulat ion, it can be perceived as a black box, which is shown in Figure 4 , associated with its inputs, outputs, initial state, resource data, control and configurable model parameters. To make a simulat ion output data Simu lation Service 1 output data Simu lation Service 2 interval as a service, these six aspects should be well defined and modeled in order to be used by the service consumers. Fig. 4 , the meta-model o f a simu lation Next, we give the definition of single simulat ion software service, wh ich is a seven-tuple:
ID is the identifier that of the simulat ion service. It is used to distinguish mult iple instances of the same simu lation services.
[I] represents a set of inputs associated with the simu lation service. For example, the ignition point location is an input of the wildfire simu lation service.
[O] represents a set of outputs associated with the simu lation service. For examp le, the burned area and perimeter of the fire at certain simulat ion timestamp are two outputs of the wildfire simulat ion service. initialS represents the simu lation in itial state. It is the starting state of a simu lation instance. In wildfire simu lation, the in itial state is the initial fire shape.
[RD] represents a set of the resource data, wh ich are used by the simu lation as resources. For examp le, fuel data, aspect data, and slope data are the resource data that are used in wildfire simu lation. These three data lay the ground where the fire propagates.
[Control] represents Start, Stop, Pause, Continue commands.
[CMP] represents a set of the configurable model parameters, wh ich are used to configurate the simu lation model. For examp le, the burning threshold is a model parameter in the wildfire simu lation that determines at what level a model can be ignited.
IV. ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
In this section, we propose an architecture that is going to be used in our current pro ject, which aims to integrate wild fire simu lation, weather simulat ion and firefighting resource optimizat ion together to achieve a larger model to eventually provide firefighters and their managers a decision-making tool to help combat wildfires. There are four layers: web interface layer, experiment specificat ion layer, workflow deploy ment layer and execution and runtime layer. The web interface layer works as the front end of the system, and it provides a web-based GUI which aims to ease the use of SimSaaS, the design of the experiment and the collection of the experiment results for researchers and field experts. It contains three components: SimSaaS broker, SimSaaS v iewer and experiment designer. SimSaaS b roker allows researchers and field experts to publish and share their own SimSaaSs that are able to conform to the SimSaaS specification. It also allows researchers and field experts to search SimSaaSs and experiments they want to use in their experiments. SimSaaS v iewer allows researchers and field experts to experience the SimSaaS, no matter it is a stand-alone service or a part of an experiment. It works like a webbased simulation application wh ich provides interactions between the SimSaaS and their users. The experiment designer tries to make the experiment design as easy as possible for researchers and field experts with little knowledge of technical detail. This is done through a graphical construction environment, in which researchers and field experts only need to do drag-and-drop, plug-and-connect and some simple input to design an experiment. The experiment specification layer will transfer the graphically designed experiment into its BPEL equivalent. The workflo w deploy ment layer will automatically deploy the BPEL project for the designed experiment on the server. The execution and runtime layer is responsible for executing the deployed experiments. It consists of several components such as workflow engine, job manager, job launcher, database and so on.
V. CONCLUSTIONS AND FUTURE W ORK
In this paper, we aim to provide a specification for simu lation software as a service (SimSaaS) and serviceoriented experiment (SOE). We proposed architecture for our ongoing project that is a good application fits the proposed SimSaaS and SOE.
Our future work includes: 1) refine the specification; 2) imp lement the proposed architecture; 3) work towards simulation service co mposability.
